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Material: 
 

High quality, finely cut zirconia pendant 
with "Metatron's Cube" genuine golden inlay 
comes with silver or gold bail for hanging 
 
 

Diamond initiation and energization 
 
 

Diameter: 3/4 in. / 3.5 cm  
Depth: 1/4 in. / 6 mm 

 

Spiritual Potential: 

The first thoughts of creation of God ignites in you – Metatron's Cube is the first crystallization form of purest 
spirit in creation, is the key to the perfection of God – transcends the mind from seeking earthly perfection to 
the perfection of God – bursts the limitations of your mind – leads the chaos from the lives lived over 
thousands of years back into the divine order of things – reactivates the Sacred Geometry in all forms of 
creation in you – activates the perfect harmony in all structures, areas of life, chakras, aura light bodes and in 
the Merkaba light body – perfects your Merkaba and forms it into a diamond light vehicle – activates and 
multiplies Merkaba structures in you, wheels of fire in wheels of fire – creates a pure divine space within 
you – the diamond and perfect purity of your light body – your light body transmute to a purest light 
instruments of the angels, into a creation instrument of the highest light beings – you are a harmonious light 
creation body – the choir of angels sing to your light body, their symphony purifies and harmonizes all – the 
divine order shows you your true place in the All-One of the universe. 

Lightlord Metatron lowers his diamond light vehicle in great love from light dimension to light dimensions in you and 
creates a pure space of divine primordial light around you. Metatron's Cube surrounds you and enwraps you with 
living light vibrations. It raises your light frequency and leads everything into the divine order of things, into the Sacred 
Geometry. It liberates you from hardships, all stressful thoughts and low vibrating interference. In this way, you can 
find your true place in the universe once again. 
 

Possible Uses: 

The Metatron's Cube can be used as a pendant for the aura, for energy work and for harmonizing the chakras. During 
a meditation, it can, for example, be laid on a chakra. You can carry it as a pendant, allowing the loving energy to 
stream into your aura. 
 

Excerpt from the Channelling from Lightlord Metatron: 

The diamond energy of this pendant represents the Choir of Angels that, in a mighty choir, sing Sanctus to the Light 
Universe in a holy symphony. The mighty harmony and symphony of all the choirs in heaven, that sing from the 
Source of God in complete unison and in absolute perfection, pours forth into this pendant and is mirrored within it.  
Place into everything the Sacred Divine Geometry, the first creation thoughts of God. Place my diamond light vehicle 
of this the completely divine influence, authority, power of light and radiating power into everything, into this 
multidimensional template, the divine archetype which all aligns with. All structures recognize the pure, divine, 
primordial form. All structures within you remember and align themselves once again. Soul and spirit rejoice because 
they can now rest. 
Thousands of years of your spiritual development become aligned with the divine order of the primordial creation and 
evolution. Everything within you that was either too much or too little now returns to its intended place.  
You find your true place in the universe. In this way you enter an inner balance and a deep sense of calmness. 
Everything that pulled on you, that was either too much or too little, carried a negative or positive charge, now finds 
harmony and balance, because everything within you aspires for this complete clarity and perfect structure. It is the 
perfect symmetry and equilibrium, pure harmony and beauty in all forms, structures, energies, realms and 
dimensions. 
I myself, Metatron, enter into you and fulfil the divine plan of the ascension of this Earth, in that I activate all 
dimensions of Metatron's Cube in you up to the highest primordial light, lowering it and manifesting it in you from light 
dimension to light dimension. 
  


